Planning - A leap into the Digital Unknown
We recently reposted an article in ‘The Planner’ magazine in which CEO of the RTPI, Victoria
Hills, was interviewed about the effects of COVID-19 on remote working practices. We found
the article incredibly interesting, and agreed on a number of the points raised. Much of the
article was based on the impact on the public sector and this led us to think about the impact
on a number of our clients, and the private sector as a whole.

The overall headline is: ‘We agree with Victoria’!
Having spoken to a number of people in the industry, it would appear that there has always
been some kind of resistance, or tension, when it comes to private consultancies allowing their
staff to work from home as a regular practice. The most common objections that we have
heard include:
•

Clients’ demand a face-to-face culture;

•

Collaboration on complex projects requires easy communication which is driven by being
in the same location;

•

Difficult to understand and manage the workloads of distributed and remote staff (This is
driven from a practical place, but there is also a question of trust that we’ve heard arise).

Because of the above blockers, very few consultancies really engaged with working from
home. However, COVID-19 has given them two options – adapt and survive or stick and die…
all have chosen to adapt, what a surprise!
In the absence of choice, necessity has driven a new reality and early signs suggest that it’s
ok! It is forcing individuals to drill down into the foundations of what really matters for clients,
for businesses and for staff.
What do clients expect? Honesty, transparency, excellent quality and access to information
as and when they need it. They expect their suppliers / partners to add value and to
ultimately help them achieve their own personal goals. Whilst face to face contact is without
doubt an additional ‘nice to have’ it is not a prerequisite to deliver on any of the client
expectations. Many a happy client is made in ‘lockdown’.

‘Being in the same location drives easier communication’, is the belief, and to some extent,
again, this isn’t a wild or outlandish statement. That being said, how many times on a daily
basis do people email their colleagues in the same office, on the same floor, even sat at the
same bank of desks?! I would argue that in many businesses, it is actually more commonplace
to email a colleague a question for clarification then is it to see someone physically stand up
and approach someone else – so what sense does it make that these emails or slack messages
or Team messages are better received or understood when sent under the same roof? There
will be times when a conversation to explain or discuss is necessary or preferred – is it too
limiting to have a video or telephone call? How differently do we phrase or explain when
sat opposite someone, rather than looking at them on video camera I wonder? Much clear
communication is had in ‘lockdown’.
Finally, understanding workloads and capacity – knowing who is working on what, where
they are at, and making sure projects are in sync with timeframes is of absolute importance…
agreed. So when we asked a number of clients how they currently monitor this there were only
3 responses – a weekly spreadsheet which everyone updated, a weekly (often quite long)
meeting or emails updating the rest of the team. Clearly, working from home does not impact
the spreadsheet, or the email, so what of the meeting? The first and most obvious answer is as
above, video conferencing tools are effective and easy to use. People still work and can update
the wider team. Many a project is still being completed on time in ‘lockdown’.
But finally, what we believe companies will, and should rightly now be doing, isn’t simply
finding ‘quick fixes’ to working from home, but investigating and investing in technology that
supports an ongoing and more robust long term solution. Businesses should be assessing
which PlanTech solutions can help them not only bridge their traverse from historic working
practices to working practices fit for a modern planning system, but also, support them once on
the other side.
PlanTech should no longer been seen as a ‘nice to have’ investment, but actually a ‘must have’
at the heart of raising the bar in the field, driving better outcomes and providing complete
transparency and collaboration, in 2020.
That’s what we aim to do at Motif – our software allows clients the real-time access and
information that you want them to see; provides a simple and clear platform to collaborate the
entire project team (internal and external), provides complete visibility on workloads across
a project, a team or even the entire company, with deep-level reporting to help make all
decisions clear and justified.
COVID-19 is the unwanted game-changer, but we have to accept that it has changed the game
for planners.
To find out more about us check us out here: www.motifpm.com

